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spent within the community. Coupled with
the recent trends of cottages being converted
into all-season dwellings or investment
properties for community newcomers, the
collective social fabric that the community
ties itself to risks becoming obsolete.

“To live is to leave traces”1. In the words of
German philosopher Walter Benjamin,
the physical spaces in which immaterial
memories are created have a tendency to
accrue material remnants of memory as
well. Within the fabric of multigenerational
spaces these accrued remnants become
tangible threads by which social structures
and traditions can be visually expressed.
This ornamental phenomenon does not
always present itself as the dominant
design-language. In the case of the
seasonal cottage-community of Bruce
Beach, Ontario it is often only apparent
in unobtrusive details. Grandparent
Architecture: Establishing a Design Language
for the Cottagers of Bruce Beach seeks to
answer the following question: Can a
physical space, accrued with collective
memories, act as an encyclopedia by which
cottagers can comprehend the design
language of Bruce Beach?

Interactions with the accrued ornament
of my family’s Bruce Beach cottage has
resulted in an understanding of the
ability for even the most irreverent of
objects to become cairns of memory. This
understanding is expanded through a
photographic study of the community,
utilizing a ‘wayward-eye’2 mentality to
capture any sort of ornament that could
serve as a memory thread. Enriching the
photos with written and oral memories
will allow for the minor design-languages
to become apparent. These languages will
be used to lay out a series of architectural
orders, coined ‘Grandparent Architecture’,
on which the ornamental remnants of
collective memories can accrue. The
orders will be used as an origin point for
the design of three cabins, sited on the
three collectively owned, community
groves that are within the Bruce Beach
community. A series of drawing exercises
will illustrate the accrual of collectively
applied ornament on, within and around
these communal spaces. This thesis
seeks to situate buildings as community
elders, encyclopedias of the ‘Grandparent
Architecture’ language. The palpable
design language that emerges will be
accessible and endeared to the community,
ensuring its validity in the future
architecture of personal cottages.

Bruce Beach’s architectural language is
muddled by outside trends, a physical
outlier within a community where
collective traditions and memories prevail.
There is no accessible design-language
available to cottagers whilst they engage
in architectural processes, leaving
more accessible, globalized trends to
fill the linguistic void. While seasonal,
multigenerational cottages still dominate
the social fabric, and thus help preserve
collective memories, fraying has begun to
occur. As time passes, families gain new
members faster than spaces can adapt to
hold them, resulting in the fragmenting,
and even dissolution, of collective time
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Introduction
Memories of halcyon days are always
sentimental and personal. They involve
stud-exposed interiors, stone paths over
dunes and alfresco meals on patched
wooden decks. These are physical places
constructed from memories. Value is not
found in their material worth or aesthetic
awe but rather it is gleaned from personal
interaction with the interstitial. In Bruce
Beach, Ontario interstitial spaces are
more than just points of overlap between
private spaces. They are the dominant
space, the fabric that patches the tight
knit community together.

predesigned cottage-homes. This collage
of forms does not lend itself well to the
creation of a design language which
cottagers are familiar with. A language
which responds to the unique natural
and human conditions of the site, from
which new constructions can draw.
A seasonal return to multigenerational
living has been the communal fabric
onto which families have embroidered
collective traditions. The phenomena
of multigenerational cottages have
also presented issues in and of itself
as families have grown too large to
be accommodated all under one roof.
Coupled with this issue is the recent influx
of all-season dwellers and investmentproperty minded cottage owners. This
has begun to change the collective
identity of the community. The modest,
seasonal cottage origins from which the
community’s strings are drawn have
begun to show signs of fraying as a result
of blurring between how one inhabits
their cottage and their primary residence.
While relatively rustic, multigeneration
cottages are still the norm, this may not
be the case if recent trends continue.
I am approaching the design-issue of
this thesis from a pre-emptive position,
seeking to act in anticipation of further
change and the possible loss of many of
collective ties. Newly built cottages signal
that they are cottages through a pastiche
of borrowed architectural details, from
large Muskoka decks to Cape-Cod-style
facades, yet there is nothing in their
designs that signal they are a Bruce

For over a century my family, as well
as many others, have spent their
summers residing atop of this fourkilometer stretch of sand dunes that
border Lake Huron. The cyclical additive
and subtractive relationship between
waves and shoreline are mirrored by
the relationship between cottager and
cottage. Multigenerational spaces are
inherited and inhabited using material
cycles: garbage day finds into furniture,
lake debris into landscape follies, privies
into woodsheds. These are decorated
spaces designed through occupancy and
valued through memory. The strings
that tie the seasonal community of
Bruce Beach together are spun from
a spectrum of sources. The collective
identity is woven with genealogical, legal
and nostalgic ties, to name a few. Despite
all of its commonalities, this fabric has a
muddled vernacular design language.
The cottage forms have evolved from tent
platforms to exposed-stud assemblages to

1

fig. 4

Ornamental accrual at my family cottage, Author, July 2020

or passed on from parents, a locallyderived architectural order onto which
personalized ornament is projected can
be the signifier that these cottages are
Bruce Beach cottages. I have coined
the local design language ‘grandparent
architecture’, a local variation of Atelier
Bow Wow’s notion of the pet architecture
of Tokyo.3 Keeping this created definition
of the design language I wish to propagate
in mind, I am proposing the following
question upon myself and this project:

Beach cottage. If the architectural future
of a Bruce Beach cottage is homogenous
with that of any other newly built cottage
in this climatic region will the unique,
immaterial cultures of the community
also be homogenized?
My own family’s love of decorative
projects and misused materials as a means
of adding to the simple form of my family
cottage has provided a precedent for the
possible creation of a local vernacular.
At Bruce Beach there exists a design
subculture of decoration and explicit
symbolism in architecture as a means of
personalizing one’s property. This thesis
seeks to propagate this subculture, via
the creation of a design language serving
as their base, in an attempt to transform it
into the dominant design language of the
community. Whether the cottage form is
winterized or seasonal, newly acquired

Can a physical space, accrued with
collective memories, act as an
encyclopedia by which cottagers
can comprehend the design
language of Bruce Beach?

2

Endnotes
1
Hannah Arendt Center, “Hannah Arendt, Walter Benjamin, and the Importance
of the Interior.”
2
Denise Scott Brown, one of design’s most influential theorists and practitioners,
made an art of looking in untraditional places and directions. Her photographs and
approach to urbanism and design reflect the same singular talent: an uncanny ability
to know where to look, also referred to as using a ‘wayward eye’. Greenspan, “Denise
Scott Brown’s Wayward Eye.”
3
Bow-wow, Pet Architecture Guide Book.

fig. 5

Lake Huron, Author, 2020

3

4

Orders & Architecture

5

6

Classical Orders: A Brief History
series of orders it is necessary to look to
the past. Predating Vitruvian texts on
the classical orders, Ancient Grecian
architecture consisted of two distinct
orders, the Doric and the Ionic. These
were later accompanied by the Corinthian
column in Roman times.3 In his seminal
text, Ten Books on Architecture, Vitruvius
contemplates the mythological origins
of the orders, with the Doric column
being the first to arise. The Romanera Vitruvius illustriously describes
Ancient Greek battles and conquests,
weaving the history of the dead into the
built forms of his present day, turning
story into sustenance by which classical
architecture can be rationalized. His
writings tell the tale of the Athenians,
within a recently captured city, seeking
to build a temple to Apollo in a style they
referred to as “… ‘Doric’ because they had
first seen that kind of temple built in the
states of the Dorians.”4 He details the
creation of the Doric order as follows:

This project will begin by exploring
what defines an order of architecture.
An order which pertains to classical and
neoclassical styles is “defined by the
particular type of column and entablature
they use as a basic unit.”1 Traditionally,
the column consisted of a shaft, a base
and a capital. The capital contains the
most distinguishable ornament within
classical buildings, and is usually the
section used to denote what order the
building adheres to. The entablature is the
upper horizontal section of the structure
which is supported by the column.2 While
the practice of designing using orders
and studying the numerous treaties
which define their proportion and usage
has fallen out of favour within schools
of architectural, their almost ubiquitous
presence within the built realm of the
Western world means that their existence
is still felt within design. This project
seeks to learn from these ancient orders,
not as to emulate them within a foreign
space, but to test their principles through
the creation of a set of new orders.
Ancient texts, particularly the work of
Vitruvius, were chosen over the multitude
of revisions, adaptions and inspired works
which came after them as to gain a pure
understating of how the earliest orders
were conceived and applied.

Wishing to set up columns in
that temple, but not having rules
for their symmetry, and being in
search of some way by which they
could render them fit to bear a load
and also of a satisfactory beauty
of appearance, they measured
the imprint of a man’s foot and
compared this with his height.
On finding that, in a man, the foot
was one sixth of the height, they
applied the same principle to the
column, and reared the shaft,
including the capital, to a height

The act of creating a new series of orders
is no light task. The mythos which
surrounds the ancient orders, and their
reverence within classical architecture
creates an untouchable air around them.
In order to approach the creation of a new
fig. 6

The Doric, Ionic & Corinthian columns, Author, 2021
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fig. 7

A free-born maiden of Corinth,
just of marriageable age, was
attacked by an illness and passed
away. After her burial, her nurse,
collecting a few little things which
used to give the girl pleasure
while she was alive, put them in a
basket, carried it to the tomb, and
laid it on top thereof, covering it
with a roof-tile so that the things
might last longer in the open air.
This basket happened to be placed
just above the root of an acanthus.
The acanthus root, pressed down
meanwhile though it was by the
weight, when springtime came
round put forth leaves and stalks
in the middle, and the stalks,
growing up along the sides of the
basket, and pressed out by the
corners of the tile through the
compulsion of its weight, were
forced to bend into volutes at the
outer edges.7

The Origin of Capitals of Columns, François Blondel, 1675-1683

six times its thickness at its base.
Thus the Doric column, as used
in buildings, began to exhibit the
proportions, strength, and beauty
of the body of a man.5

the volutes, hanging down at the
right and left like curly ringlets,
and ornamented its front with
cymatia and with festoons of fruit
arranged in place of hair, while
they brought the flutes down the
whole shaft, falling like the folds
in the robes worn by matrons.
Thus in the invention of the two
different kinds of columns, they
borrowed manly beauty, naked
and unadorned, for the one,
and for the other the delicacy,
adornment, and proportions
characteristic of women.6

It is from this same story which he spins
the mythos of the creation of the Ionic
column, stating:
Just so afterwards, when they
desired to construct a temple to
Diana in a new style of beauty,
they translated these footprints
into terms characteristic of the
slenderness of women, and thus
first made a column the thickness
of which was only one eighth of
its height, so that it might have
a taller look. At the foot they
substituted the base in place of
a shoe; in the capital they placed

He concludes his origin lore with writings
on the conception of the Corinthian
order, it is in this story which the rational
links to the male and female body are
left for a more mythological tale. Just
as the Doric column is masculine and
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fig. 8

It is in reading these tales that this project
finds permission to be illustrious with
the creation of new orders. Though the
resulting architectural canon that they
produced may be heavy in technicalities,
the fabric from which each order’s rules
are spun are composed of ephemeral
events and speculative stories. Within
this project the term ‘order’ holds a less
illustrious place. This project uses the
term to denote that the created order’s
proportions and materiality are purposely
spun from stories and materials that have
a direct relation to the site and program.
The created orders within this thesis are
the result of a translation of the stories
and built forms of past cultures, tied into
the present-day setting.

Origin of the Corinthian Capital, Roland Fréart 		
de Chambray, 1650

the Ionic is feminine in their derivation
and application the Corinthian column
pertains to the tragic story of a maiden.
A fittingly dramatic tale for the most
ornamental of the three orders. His
writing specifically links the present to
the past via placing the order in an almost
commemorative role, reading as follows:

10

Ornamental Rules: Studying Vitruvius’ Treaties
and Vitruvius’ assertations must also
must be proportionate, renders these
numbers integral to the design of this
project’s orders.

Vitruvius opens Book III of his treaties
with the assertion that without symmetry
and proportion the design principles of a
structure cannot exist. He observes that
“since nature has designed the human
body so that its members are duly
proportioned to the frame as a whole,
… in perfect buildings the different
members must be in exact symmetrical
relations to the whole general scheme.”8
While the stories spun to rationalize the
origins of the column’s styles may have
been illustrious, the proportional rules
which Vitruvius prescribes to each order
is securely rooted in Ancient Grecian
science and mathematics. The very units
of measurement which the rules are
laid out in are derived from the human
body. It is asserted that ten is naturally
perfect as it is “made up by the fingers
of the two palms”9. This is countered
by the proposition that the perfect
number is six, “as the foot is one sixth
of a man’s height, the height of the body
as expressed in number of feet being
limited to six”10. Both of these perfect
numbers are then combined to create the
most perfect number, sixteen. Vitruvius
explains that the reasoning for this is
found in the foot, reasoning it as follows:
“For if we take two palms from the cubit,
there remains the foot of four palms; but
the palm contains four fingers. Hence
the foot contains sixteen fingers”11. It
is in these three numbers, six, ten and
sixteen, that the most obvious derivation
of the ancient orders can occur. The
challenge of designing a beautiful
principle form, which by that definition

Vitruvius spends the majority of Books
III and IV dictating the proportional
measurements for each of the three
orders. Each order is given the freedom of
scale, with the rules being derived from a
single proportional unit that is to change
accordingly as the scale of the whole
changes. The unit which Vitruvius uses
to derive the measurement of columns
is the diameter of the shaft at the base.12
Each of the resulting proportions which
he ascribes to the tectonic elements of
the specified order is justified not only
in its relation to this unit, but also in its
relation to the body which interacts with
the temple. Nothing is ruled without
reason. The rules and tectonics of the
temples may have not translated into
the confines of this project, but the value
placed on proportion and relation to the
user’s body does. If a beautiful principle
form is to be designed and valued by the
user and their community it must be
derived from the very fabric onto which
it is sewn.
Vitruvius’s texts, the only surviving
architectural treatise of Greco-Roman
times, were rediscovered during the
early 15th century and prompted a
redeveloping of the rules for superposing
the classical orders.13 One such notable
text, The Four Books on Architecture, by
Andrea Palladio translated the form and
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fig. 9

Artwork depicting the perfect proportions of
the human body, M. Vitruvius, 1567

fig. 10

Hierarchy of the Five Classical Orders, 		
Thomas Gordon Smith, n.d.

ornament of the ancient orders, which
had been used for temples, to fit new
usages within churches. It is in his texts
that this project finds the importance
of each order’s mythos and how that
dictates its application in terms of the
buildings program, scale and ornament.
Palladio states that the Doric temples
were appropriate for the gods associated
with soldiers, as they lacked refinement
and delicacy; Corinthian temples were to
be built for the gentle goddesses, as they
suited the intricate and ornate nature
of the order; and Ionic temples were
reserved for the other gods, as neither
the seriousness of the former nor the
daintiness of the latter was suitable.14
Palladio also remarks on how the
ancient temples featured porticos for the
convenience of the people, giving them
a place in which to linger and socialize.15
Palladio’s writing underscores an
important note to be considered within
this project’s aim to create a new series
of orders. The siting of the structures
onto which the order is applied is just
as important to the effectiveness of the
order to be perceived as a viable tool for
community use. If an order is to be read
by its user, it must be placed in such
a setting that the values it carries are
strengthened, not detracted from. As
well, the addition of a covered gathering
space, referred to as a portico in Palladio’s
texts, is integral for the success of the
structure in its ability to become a usable
community space.
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Tectonics

Opinions on Evoked Expressions
to which its usefulness has been
achieved.19

Each order, when broken down into its
proportional parts, is comprised of a series
of tectonic parts. It is thus necessary to
undertake a study of tectonics to properly
address the challenge of designing a
series of orders, composed of tectonic
parts, for the community of Bruce Beach.

It is within this definition that this
thesis defines the word tectonic. The
project also intends to touch upon topics
discussed in Karl Bötticher’s Die Tektonik
der Hellenen (The Tectonic of the Hellenes).
Bötticher distinguishes between the
Kernform (core form) and the Kunstform
(art form) of a structure. Within the
context of the ancient orders, he
interprets the term tectonic as referring
to a complete system which binds all the
parts into a single whole. The core form
of the timber rafters in Greek temples
are expressed within the art form of the
ordered entablature via triglyphs and
metopes.20 These expressions, core form
and art form, both contained within the
term tectonic, are to be treated as parts
of the whole when designing a series
of principle forms for the community’s
memories to accrue upon. Additions
and modifications to the tectonics of the
form will not be seen as detractors from
the purity of the design, they will be seen
as additions to the structure’s Kunstform.

The word tectonic is Greek in origin,
deriving from the word tekton – meaning
carpenter or builder.16 The word also has
relations to the Sanskrit word taksan,
referring to the craft of carpentry.17
The word evolves over time, evolving
during the fifth century B.C to a more
generic concept of making, involving
the idea of poesis. The etymology of
tekton eventually changes to match
the emergence of the master builder
or architekton, before settling into its
present-day category within aesthetics.18
Adolf Heinrich Borbein remarks in his
1982 philological study that
Tectonic becomes the art of
joining. “Art’ here is to be
understood as encompassing
tekne, and therefore indicates
tectonic as assemblage not only
of building parts but also of
objects, indeed of artworks in a
narrower sense. With regard to
the ancient understanding of
the word, tectonic tends toward
the construction or making of an
artisanal or artistic product. …
It depends much more upon the
correct or incorrect applications
of the artisanal rules, or the degree

fig. 11
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Construction of Greek Temple, Auguste Choisy, 		
1899

The study of tectonics within the
architectural realm is dense with
opinions and theories. The notion of
tectonics, as well as the word itself, has
a loaded and often contradictory history.
The Ancient Greeks pondered the role
that the tectonics of Theseus’s ship
played in defining the boat itself. If all of
the pieces were replaced would the boat
still be the same?21 This question echo’s
loudly within this thesis. What are the
tectonics of the whole when the whole is
an entire community of structures which
are ever changing in nature? To seek to
answer this question it is necessary to
study the parts which define the whole
through a more allegorical lens. This
thesis seeks to introduce new forms
composed of familiar tectonics into the
community’s fabric. In order to begin
this process, the theories of Gottfried
Semper will be studied for their attempt
to explain the origins of architecture
through the lens of anthropology.

procedures: “the tectonics of the frame,
in which lightweight, linear components
are assembled so as to encompass a
spatial matrix, and the stereotomics
of the earthwork, wherein mass and
volume are conjointly formed through
the repetitious piling up of heavyweight
elements.”23 The difference between
light and heavy is reflected through
differentiation in material. Wood
construction, and its relation to the act
of weaving baskets and textiles are used
to encompass the dwelling. Stonework,
brickwork and reinforced concrete
represent the compressive earthworks
reserves for the base and the hearth of
the dwelling.

In 1851 Gottfried Semper participated
in the design of the London Exhibition.
It was here where Semper saw a model
of an aboriginal hut from Trinidad.
The recreation of this ‘primitive hut’
sparked a thought that the dwelling
could be interpreted in one of two
ways: Ethnological fact, referring to a
dwelling of so-called primitive societies;
or Ornamental analogue, referring to
man’s ornamental instinct.22 Semper
went on to use the ornamental analogue
of the hut to classify tectonics as a basic
human practice into two principal

fig. 12
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The Caraib Hut, Gottfried Semper, 1863

Conclusion
This project approaches the challenge of
constructing a series of orders with this
in mind. Just as the legends by which
the ancient orders were derived allowed
for an illustrious story of the past to act
as justification of their present creation,
the loose nature of seemly rigid rules
allows for flexibility in their adaption
within the scope of this project. If the
physical space that this thesis seeks to
use as a principle form is intended to be
interacted with then it must be designed,
in its construction and tectonic nature,
to allow for slippage between the
architect (myself) and the builders’ (the
community) vision. The permission to
draw from community memory and
mythos can also be drawn from Semper’s
texts. Theorist Kenneth Frampton
recommends not overlooking to the
cosmic associations of Semper’s theories
on tectonics. The lightweight frame
holds an affinity for the immateriality of
the sky. The heaviness of the earthworks’
response to gravity and the blurring of
natural ground and foundation.25 While
Semper seeks to define tectonics at the
macro scale of global anthropology, the
nature of this project necessitates that
their theories are pulled into a more
micro scale, focusing in on a specific
community culture.

The challenge of creating a series of
beautiful principle forms, as defined
by Vitruvius as being composed of
proportional elements, is challenged by
the very prospect of their use. If they are
to be structures that truly seek to solve
the issues that have begun to arise in the
community, they must also be designed
with the goal of serving whatever use
the community sees fit for them. The
ordered designs of the ancient’s temples
were built to serve the user’s interactions
with the space as much as they were
designed to please the observer. Even
in the construction of the structure,
personal interactions with the tectonic
of the structure have the ability to have
profound effects on its visage. This is
where the question of ornament often
clashes with the tectonic rules of these
treaties. Within their texts Vitruvius
and his followers entrust the architect
of the structure with the conception
of décor and the task of overseeing its
realisation.24 Even in the relentless
detail of Vitruvian rules there is a lack
of description toward the precise nature,
position and appearance of ornaments.
What the orders seek to do in their
rigidity is give a number of indications
about the resulting ornament’s design
and use, with restraint appearing as
a key principle. It is ruled early on
in Vitruvius’ texts that proportion is
dictated by the column base, but the
fact that each subsequent treatise on
the orders of architecture gives slightly
different versions of key proportions
renders the canon susceptible change.

fig. 13
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Vitruvian House, Thomas Gordon Smith, 1989–90
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Chimneypiece in the Egyptian style, Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 1769
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Hearth in Villa Savoye, Le Corbusier, 1928-31
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To thoughtfully craft a principle form,
sincere in its design intentions of being
a frame which the community of Bruce
Beach can accrue their memories onto,
a study of the attitudes and theories
toward ornament must be undertaken.
For whom is ornament meant? Vitruvius’
ancient treaties make note that each and
every detail has “a place, origin, and order
of its own.”1 The ornament was used to
convey information about the building’s
program or its owner’s rank, with overall
restraint appearing as a key principle. For
the Ancient Romans the modern issue of
whether applied ornament is qualitative
or quantitative wasn’t in question as they
were inseparable. Ornament represented
an investment that when properly
managed could accrue value in the save
way an heirloom would. According
to Roman law ornament occupied
a middle ground between the fixed
nature of houses and the completely
mobile nature of furniture. Sumptuary
Laws deemed moderate consumption
good, while excessive consumption
was viewed as a harbinger of doom. As
Palladian texts revived the notion of the
classical orders, and thus their associated
ornamentation, in Renaissance Europe,
the view of ornament changed to reflect
a correspondence between the degree
of decoration and the levels of social
conditions which existed in society at
the time.2 These class-based mentalities
were held until the 18th century, when
tensions between the rules that the
architect sought to impose over design
and the aspirations of the client reached

a pivotal stage. Thoughts began to
arise about how a structure was to be
viewed from the eyes of a passerby (the
exterior) versus the reflections of the
owner’s private life (the interior). The
Enlightenment placed a strong value on
the importance of the public, but its ideals
also spurred the increased specialization
and ornamentation of rooms within the
dwelling.3 Interior decoration began to
reflect the idea of a personalized space,
tested at its most extreme within the
walls of John Soane’s house, blurring
the lines between private living and
a display of the occupant’s mind.4
The 19th century was a period an everincreasing ornamentation, from crowded
bourgeois interiors to public spaces
filled with statues and monuments.
This proliferation led to the creation of
several new treaties, each seeking aid in
understanding and mastering the excess,
signalling an underlying unease with the
issues that it presented. Much of this
increased ornament can be attributed
to industrialization, allowing for the
ever-increasing level of ornament to be
prefabricated at relative ease compared
to the methods Vitruvius had envisioned
while laying out his treatise.5
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Modernist Attitudes

Postmodernist Attitudes

By the end of the century attitudes had
begun to change. Gottfried Semper’s
texts, discussed in the previous chapter,
had provided new theories on how the
tectonics of ornament was rooted in
human impulse, presenting taste from
an anthropological viewpoint. The
bourgeois class’ fear of the wind and
untamed, specifically the ‘savage’ and the
‘criminal’, correlated with the theories of
irrationality being linked with high levels
of bodily ornament (tattoos). Adolf Loos’
Ornament is Crime expanded on Semper’s
observations, famously being regarded
as the harbinger of modernist attitudes
toward ornament. At the dawn of
modernism, the use of ornament carried
with it risks of bad taste and even social
stigma to any individual who indulged
in it. The modernist ban on traditional
decoration that followed this essentially
amounted to a condemnation of certain
parts of society.6 Decoration may have
diluted the intended expression of the
architecture, but it also served to enrich
its meaning.

fig. 17

Looshaus, Adolf Loos, 1911
fig. 18

looms over the design language of Bruce
Beach. Changing attitudes toward how
one inhabits, and by default decorates,
their cottage and a dissolution of selfbuilt culture erases traces of the cottager’s
hands within the built form. Social and
geological threads tie together the cottages
but when challenged by the modernist
attitudes toward impersonalized space
they risk being severed. The outsourcing
of new cottage designs has rendered
any threads that the cottage owner has
tied into the community fabric absent
from the language of their newly built
space. The history of ornament provides
an interesting reference for placing this
project’s proposal. While a return to the
highly ornamental designs of the 18th
century is alluring, this presents too jarring
of a design shift to be considered realistic
within a seasonal cottage community.
The question of how to properly reflect
community character remains at the
forefront of this project. How does one
make the face of the user present when
the user is an entire community?

Yet ornament never truly disappeared,
contrary to what the treaties of modernist
architecture attempted to argue, a
ghost of its visage remained. The ban
on explicit expression of ornamental
vocabulary merely rendered the architect
without a discernible face within their
design, traces of the worker erased, and
the client was demoted to a mere user
of space.7 The shadow of anonymity
loomed over the fabric of design. The
same anonymous design shadow now
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This project will now turn its gaze to
the post-modernist attitudes toward
ornament. Modernist mentalities had
rendered ornamental practices secondary
to the quest for space and form,
usually linked to tectonic approaches
to construction.8 In the 1970’s and 80’s
postmodernist theorists and designers
began to challenge modernist ideals,
seeking to reintroduce the question of
ornament. It is within these theories,
particularly writings by Robert Venturi
and Denise Scott Brown, that this project
seeks to find answers to the question of
its design. The following sections detail
three texts compiled by Venturi and Scott
Brown that pertain to the siting of this
project in a postmodern design space.

“Big Donut Drive,” Los Angeles, Venturi, Scott 		
Brown and Associates, Inc., 1970

Learning from Pop

fig. 19

Architettura Minore on The Strip, Las Vegas, 		
Denise Scott Brown, 1966

fig. 20

“Tanya”-Billboard on the Strip, Las Vegas, 		
Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Inc., 1968

In Denise Scott Brown’s 1971 essay
the architect begins to explore they
themes that would come to define her
practice. She begins the text with flashes
of evocative text, all cited as sources
of changing architectural sensibility,
“Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Levittown, …
golf resorts, boating communities, …
billboards, and Route 66”9. These sources
are examples of sources sought when
the existing forms of architecture go
stale, yet it is remarked that there is no
clear way out. Writing this essay at the
tail end of the American urban renewal
era, Scott Brown questions the state of
design, asking, “If high-style architects
are not producing what people want
or need, who is, and what can we learn
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from them?”10 She turns her attention
to the city, the areas not yet touched by
modernist renewal. Scott Brown notes
that the “city can be seen as the built
artifacts of a set of subcultures [and
that] those subcultures which willingly
resort to architects are few.”11 Yet the city
presents too many constraints to properly
study and so she turns her attention to
examine what people do to buildings
once they are in them. Changes tend not
to be structural, rather they are symbolic
with easily understood aspirations. Thus,
Scott Brown recommends looking to
pop culture “to find formal vocabularies
for today which are more relevant to
people’s diverse needs and more tolerant
of the untidiness of urban life than the —
“rationalist,” Cartesian formal orders of
latter-day Modern architecture”12.

who read their work to truly design with
the existing instead of passively observing
it or looking down upon it. The studio
which accompanied their writings was
based upon the emphasis of the image.
Mainly led by Scott Brown, the image,
referring to photographs as well as film,
allowed for a less biased observation of
the studied landscape. These mediums
allowed for observations to be made on
foot or driving down the strip in a car,
how the place is truly designed to be
experienced, affording methods of record
that a sketchbook could never capture.

Ed Ruscha Elevation of The Strip

The Duck & The Decorated Shed
Within the text of Learning from Las
Vegas, an infamous analogy is laid out –
The Duck and the Decorated shed. These
represent icons through which they
unpack the assertation that the symbolic
and representational elements may often
be contradictory to the program, structure
and form when combined in a building.
They define the two manifestations as in
the following way:

Learning from Las Vegas
Published in 1972, Learning from Las
Vegas, is viewed as the seminal text
of Robert Venturi and Denise Scott
Brown’s writings on postmodernism.
They begin their book where Scott
Brown left off in her Learning from Pop
essay, asserting that “Learning from
the existing landscape is a way of being
revolutionary for an architect …; that
is, to question how we look at things.”13
They purposely choose the Las Vegas
strip as to challenge architects to take
a positive, non-judgemental view of
the spaces which people inhabit. It is
noted that gaining insight from the
commonplace is not a new act. In fact,
they assert, architects must look back at
history and tradition to move forward,
to learn from everything.14 They focused
their study on method not content or
moral value, challenging the architects

The Duck – “Where the architectural
systems of space, structure, and program
are submerged and distorted by an
overall symbolic form.”15
The Decorated Shed – “Where systems of
space and structure are directly at the
service of program, and ornament is
applied independently of them.”16

Ed Ruscha Elevation of Bruce Beach

Neither type of architecture is
devaluated, rather they use these icons
to differentiate between buildings that
are symbols and buildings that apply
symbols. The authors do however stake
an argument in favor of the ‘ugly and
fig. 21
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Learning from Las Vegas/Bruce Beach, Author/Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Inc., 2021
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be considered useful, and almost more
importantly visually alluring, what
pieces of the community are to be drawn
from literally and what pieces are to be
looked at for the emotions they engage.
It is worth noting that the postmodern
method is not without critique. Many
architects who sought to counteract the
modernist ban on ornament ended up
confusing its reapplication with frozen
symbols borrowed from the past, failing
to interpret it as a dynamic form of
expression. In the design of this thesis
this trap must be avoided. A carbon copy
of the first cabins at Bruce Beach will
be doomed to being seen as museum
antiques, increasingly unfamiliar to
future generations. The programmatic
nature of the cabins must be rooted in
the knowledge of the user’s relationship
with the pastoral community. The
seasonal cycle of retreating—returning—
retreating. The design must be aware of
the design trends within popular culture,
embracing their existence, even if its
intent is to steer the community toward
a different set of values.

ordinary’ over the ‘heroic and original’
regarding architecture. They illustrate
the meanings that objects which are
conventional in image and substance can
carry. In their words, the purest iteration
of the decorated shed would find its
form within a “conventional systemsbuilding shelter that corresponds
closely to space, structure and program
requirements of the architecture, and
upon which is laid a contrasting—and,
if in the nature of the circumstances,
contradictory—decoration.”17

Conclusion
Venturi and Scott Brown sum up how to
apply their writings quite well at the end
of Learning from Las Vegas. It is noted
that underrating the content of Pop’s
(popular culture) message and the way
that it is realised in the built environment
does not mean that we must agree with
it or reproduce it. What can be taken
away is the way in which the message
is conveyed, the way in which space is
manipulated as to suit the needs of the
common people.18 In regard to ornament,
there are no explicit rules laid out as in
the Vitruvian treaties, merely a comment
on the radicality of looking to the
existing landscape for design answers.
This confronts the issue of what the
community wants. Is it the newly built
forms that represent their desires or is it
the simple yet eclectic cabin forms that
do? Are McCottages truly what people
want, or are they merely a reaction to
a capitalist society which designates
the home as a tool for monetary and
impersonal material accrual rather that
the accrual of memories? These are
questions which this project’s design
is destined to wrestle with. In order to

fig. 22
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Caesars Palace signs and statuary, Deborah Marum, 1972
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There is very little record of contact
between the earliest colonial settlers
and the indigenous peoples that may
have used the land around Bruce Beach
as it is believed to have only been
seasonally visited by hunter-gatherercommunities.6 The first land survey
of Huron County, which encompasses
Bruce Beach, was undertaken in 1847.
Following the survey, the government
offered free, 50-acre farm lots to settlers
and the area was briefly settled by FrenchCanadians.7 By 1873 all of these families
had been succeeded by the English
and Scottish farmers whom the ‘first
cottagers’ of Bruce Beach would come to
encountered.8 Prior to the ‘first cottagers’,
Bruce Beach was encompassed by the
farms of the Cameron, McCosh, and
Tout families. These families owned the
land that boarded the shoreline strip of
crownland and thus their relationships
with the early cottagers played a crucial
role in the formation of Bruce Beach.
In the mid-19th Century, the McCoshes
of Scotland built their first house near
the present-day clubhouse and began
to farm the land below, on, and above
the hill marking the ancient shoreline
of Lake Algonquin. The first Bruce
Beachers used their pump and water
trough, which still stands as a memorial.
In 1915, the McCosh’s built a red brick
house and barn on top of the hill on
Lake Range Drive, near the Bruce Beach
Golf Club’s fourth tee, both of which
still stands, and continued to farm the
area. The McCoshes were great friends
to early Beachers, jokingly referring to

Geologically speaking, the bedrock on
which present-day Bruce Beach is located
is about one million years old. The
‘modern’ geography of the area finds its
beginnings in the melting of the last great
glaciers and the subsequent formation of
Lake Algonquin, about 13,000 BP.1 The
shoreline of this lake is still visible as the
elevated landform at the north end of the
community’s boundaries. The ancient
environment along the shore of Lake
Algonquin contained a narrow strip of
tundra with some grasslands and further
inland, forests of spruce and fir that had
spread up from the south.2 This shoreline
is where the first indigenous peoples,
referred to as Paleo-Indians, would have
encountered the future Lake Huron at
around 10,000 BP. These first people were
few in number and very mobile, as a result
there are very few traces of their activities
in the area.3 The area continued to shift
and change in response to the settling
of the earth’s crust under immense
glacial weight until the relatively stable
Algoma stage began about 3000 BP.4 The
shoreline during this period is visible
at the south end of Bruce Beach, where
the golf course is presently located.
Gully Erosion, a geological phenomenon
caused by flowing surface water, cut into
the ancient Lake Algonquin shore cliffs
at intervals. An example of the resulting
geography from the accumulated
sediments at the gully mouths is visible
in the area currently known as Tout’s
Grove.5

Bruce Beach Map , Author, 2021
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them as ‘The White Indians’.9 The Touts
of England arrived in 1867, settling just
nearby to the McCoshes, and likewise
farming the area. They too later moved
to a stone house on top of the hill.10 The
Camerons of Scotland arrived in 1868,
farming the southernmost areas of
Bruce.11 All of these family’s roles would
evolve beyond just neighbors to the early
cottagers. Their generous assistance with
everything from food to construction,
mail to community finances is the reason
the early community could flourish.
Many of the community spaces that keep
the community so tightly knit would
not have existed had it not been for the
foresight to keep them undeveloped for
future generations of cottagers.12
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Lake
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McCosh
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fig. 25

The Community Groves

Modern-day Bruce Beach can be traced
back to a picnic party that took place
on the 24 of May, 1894.13 A picnic party
comprised of the McInnes, Munn,
McCrimmon and Jackson families
traveled from the nearby town of Ripley
to spend the day in farmer Tout’s grove.
That same day plans began to be made
about returning to the area and later in
the summer they returned to pitch a tent,
spending the holiday season in what
they dubbed ‘Sylvan Beach Home’.14 By
1896 four simple cottages had been built
on the squatted crownland. Subsequent
summers slowly welcomed new families
and their simple one-room cottages. By
1900 the area was officially coined Bruce
Beach, and housed a seasonal population
of families mainly comprised of teachers,
doctors and ministers, briefly earning
the area the nickname ‘Holy City’, among
other less flattering names.15

Tout
Farm

0m

The temporal act of a picnic that Bruce
Beach finds its roots in continued to set
the precedent for tightknit, ephemeral
events amongst the cottagers. New
community members brought with
them a variety of hobbies and traditions,
all of which were introduced to as many
of the cottagers as they could interest.
The flat groves situated away from the
shoreline, formed by the ancient Gully
Erosion phenomenon and owned by
the colonial farmers, played host to
numerous cottager-initiated endeavors.
These groves provided a backdrop to the
creation of a golf club, tennis courts, a
photography club, a fishing club, various
orchestral bands, an outdoor church,
and finally in 1916 the Bruce Beach
Cottagers’ Association.

50

Bruce Beach farmers & crownland map, Author, 2021

A series of legal issues arouse at various
points in the community’s history, all
of which were solved collectively with
creative solutions. The Bruce Beach
Cottager’s Association spent much of the
twentieth century petitioning to various
government ministries for the cottagers
to gain ownership over the crownland.
Prior to the late 1970’s, when the cottagers
were finally able to acquire deeds to
their properties, the land on which they
resided was considered crownland.16 All
of the land that bordered this shoreline
strip of crownland, which was mainly a
mix of brushland and cleared groves, was
under ownership of a few farmers who
graciously allowed the cottagers to use
the lands for recreation and gathering.
As the twentieth century progressed the
farmers began to pass away or look to
sell their land. Realising that this could
present an issue to the pastoral nature

figs.26-29 Landscape and events in the groves, Bruce 		
Beach Camera Club, 1919-20
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of the community, collectively owned
corporations were created under the
guidance of the cottager’s association
and a few legally minded cottagers
“… to protect Bruce Beach from overdevelopment and commercialism. All
of these small corporations bought the
land from the back of the cottage sites to
the edge of the farmer’s hill at different
times throughout the 1900’s. These small
corporations … were named after the
farmers: McCosh Grove Ltd., Tout’s Grove
Ltd., Moore Hill Ltd., and Cameron Grove
Ltd. All of these small companies exist
today solely for the protection of Bruce
Beach’s property.” An extensive greenbelt
of managed woodlots was created
through these collective corporations
and is still maintained by the cottagers
through a partnership with the local
conservation agency.17 In addition to the
greenbelt, these corporations preserved
the open spaces of the groves so that they
could continue to serve as community
spaces for the cottagers.
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Greenbelt

Cameron
Grove

Lake
Huron
Snowden
Grove

The nature of these groves as being
undeveloped spaces which protect the
community from commercialization
whilst providing space for a wide range
of communal activities provides an
opportune backdrop to site the thesis
proposal within. The groves are familiar
and accessible to all cottagers, with the
majority of the community’s collective
traditions taking place on their grounds.
Siting the proposal in three of the groves,
roughly located at the north, south and
center of the community strip, ensures
that all cottagers would be able to interact,
whether it be directly or indirectly, with
the proposed interventions.
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Bruce Beach groves & greenbelt map, Author, 2021
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fig. 35

Social culture of Bruce Beach, Bruce Beach 		
Camera Club, 1919-20
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Bruce Beach Golf Club, Author, 2020

Cameron Grove

fig. 36

Bruce Beach tennis court, Author, 2020

The northernmost of the three sites is referred to as Cameron Grove. Cottagers had been
leasing the shoreline land for their cottages from farmer Hugh Cameron since the 1920’s.18
In 1952, the undeveloped greenbelt of Cameron Grove was established, and with it a local
chapter of the Cottagers Association to protect the land from development. By-Law 1 of
the association lists the following responsibilities of the shared owners:
[T]o protect the undeveloped land, serving as stewards of the forest and greenbelt
for future generations with the intent of advancing the cultural, recreational and
social interests and activities of the owners, including two tennis courts, a softball
field and a picnic meeting area, for the members and their visitors but also for
others along Bruce Beach.19
The secluded picnic area, surrounded by evergreens at the southern end of the grove,
serves as the first site of intervention.
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Cameron grove map, Author, 2021
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Snowden Grove

fig. 38

Bruce Beach materials, Author, 2020

The second site, located roughly at the center of Bruce Beach, is located in what is referred
to as Snowden Grove. The grove’s lands were owned by the same Hugh Cameron whom
leased present-day Cameron Grove to the cottagers. In the 1930’s the acre of land which
already housed a tennis court and playground was bought under similar conditions
as Cameron Grove.20 The grove currently houses two tennis courts and a children’s
playground. The site is much less secluded than the heavily treed Cameron Grove site, as
it is crisscrossed by small, gravel cottage access roads and a well-used bike and walking
trail connecting north Bruce Beach to the southern half of the community. The flat, open
area adjacent to these gravel driveways and fronting the trial serves as the second site.
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Tout’s Grove

fig. 40

Tout’s grove memorial rock, Author, 2020

The third and southernmost of the sites is referred to as Tout’s Grove. This is the most
storied of the three sites, as it is where the first cottagers gathered for their picnic.21 Farmer
Stephen Tout, a close friend to the cottagers and community aid grazed his sheep on the
land until his death in 1939.22 The 15 acres the grove occupies was purchased from farmer
Tout’s estate in 1941. That year the collectively owned Tout’s Grove Ltd. was officially
incorporated and thus protected the grove for communal use, however, the grove was
used long before then by cottagers. It held the first baseball, golf and tennis games, among
other community sports, outdoor concerts, picnics and children’s games days, and has
served as an outdoor church and wedding chapel for over a century.23 Presently the grove
hosts a weekly outdoor church service in the treed area at its southern end, as well as
annual children’s games days in the large open field. The northern side of the open field,
adjacent to a community road and a seasonal creek serves as the third site.
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Tout’s grove map, Author, 2021
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Documentation Process
used in her studies of the blighted urban
and crassly-capitalistic suburban spaces
of America. While photographing Las
Vegas, Scott Brown sought to emphasize
the image,

Waywardness lay in
more than my eye.
“Do I hate it or love it?”
“Don’t ask,” said my inner voice.
“Just shoot.”

of studying Bruce Beach is difficult to
separate from the personal connections
with it as a place. The emphasis of
image within the process of the thesis
is closely linked to the past-experience
and emotional association that the
objects in front of the camera holds.
In order to decipher and understand
commonalities within the decoration of
the community it is necessary to switch
to a first-person narrative.

… asserting that architecture
depends in its perception and
creation on past experience
and
emotional
association
and that these symbolic and
representational elements may
often be contradictory to the
form, structure, and program
with which they combine in the
same building.2

- Denise Scott Brown1
Venturi and Scott Brown’s notion of
arguing for the symbolism of the ugly
and ordinary resonates with the notion
that the cottages of Bruce Beach are
decorated with tangible threads tying
the object to local traditions and values.
A deliberate choice was made to work
with analogue film as the primary means
of documentation. The photographic
archives of the Bruce Beach Cottagers
Association are almost exclusively
comprised of film photographs. These
photos of collective events and traditions
allow for the communal threads which
connect the cottages to be visualised.
Images of baseball games of the 1920’s
filed alongside those of the 1980’s,
showing temporal acts of tradition
projected against the backdrop of the
relatively static ecology of the community
grove. The act of adding a record of the
community’s built forms to this archive
is deliberate, rooted in the argument
that physical spaces can accrue collective
memories just as much as an ephemeral
gathering can. The method used is a direct
homage to the style Denise Scott Brown

fig. 43

Baseball, Bruce Beach Camera Club, 1919-20

Brown’s investigations of power and
class in built worlds that fall outside of
the high-architectural canon, the spaces
deemed unworthy of study, let alone
photographic documentation.3 The
process used to document the decorated
spaces of Bruce Beach followed Scott
Brown’s rule of relying on the ‘wayward
eye’. First an analogue image, captured
on 35mm black and white film to render
the object as an ornamental form rather
than focusing on its colour, a highly
assertive decorative attribute, and to aid
in comparing forms and applications
across cottages. This image is taken
without questioning the reasoning
behind its visual pull. Following this, a
series of digital images are taken, used to
reference scale, colour and placement.

Endnotes
1
Scott Brown, “Denise Scott
Brown’s
Photography
Celebrates
“Messy Vitality,” Pop Art, and Everyday
Architecture.”
2
Scott Brown and Venturi,
Learning from Las Vegas, 87.
3
Greenspan, “Denise Scott
Brown’s Wayward Eye.”

Due to genealogical ties and the tight knit
nature of the community, the process
fig. 44
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Baseball, Daniel Ehrenworth, 2020
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Wayward-eye Wandering
I possess a connection to the community
that has allowed me to shoot without
thinking, but not without feeling an
intrinsic pull of my gaze toward the
object. My journey on site, which lead to
the coining of the local design language
as ‘grandparent architecture’, is retold
through a personal lens as follows:
This past October I spent a week at my
cottage with the intent of collecting
site information. At that point my thesis concept was still muddled by unexplored thoughts which I hoped to find
answers to in an ambitiously sized crate
of theory books that I had lugged from
Sudbury in the hope of reading. I spent
the majority of those overcast fall days
outside, wandering cottage properties
that had been closed for the season with
my two cameras, analogue and digital.
The dread of cracking into the pile of
theory books kept my feet wandering
in the wet weather as I simultaneously
let my mind, my eye and by extension
my camera wander too. Utilizing Denise
Scott-Brown’s ‘wayward-eye’ mentality
I shot, without hesitation, anything that
caught my eye.

fig. 54 Wayward-eye photography, Author, 2020

fig. 55 Wayward-eye photography, Author, 2020

figs. 45-53 Wayward eye photography, Author, 2020
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Don’t think

figs. 56-59 Wayward eye photography, Author, 2020

Just shoot

figs. 60-63 Wayward eye photography, Author, 2020
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I began to notice a design subculture
of decoration and explicit symbolism
as a means of personalizing one’s
property. While I did not have the same
personal connection to these objects as
I did to the decoration of my family’s
cottage, I was able to empathize with
the commonalities. Interactions with
the accrued ornament of my family’s
Bruce Beach cottage has resulted in
an understanding of the ability for
even the most irreverent of objects to
become cairns of memory.

fig. 64

Wayward eye photography collage, Author, 2020

fig. 65
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Wayward eye photography collage, Author, 2020
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I began to pull collective threads from
forms and material practices. In the
evenings I enriched the memories
of the photos I had taken that day by
reading written memories contained
in the two books published on Bruce
Beach. The books contained photos
and collected stories by cottagers
detailing lively communal relationships
between the cottagers over the years.
These stories helped strengthen the
prevailing theory I had begun to spin in
my daytime wandering; that there was
a fabric of collective threads binding
the community.

fig. 66

Wayward eye photography collage, Author, 2020

fig. 67
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Wayward eye photography collage, Author, 2020
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Grandparent Architecture
| ’grænd¸pær·ənt·ər’ar·kI tek·t∫ər |
(n)/(adj.)
The architectural phenomenon of a site
which has been continuously decorated by
generations of occupants with an ad hoc
design language, allowing it to become a
vessel for collective memory. These spaces,
like grandparents, are beloved for their
quirks and identities built from a collage of
interactions and experiences. To a casual
observer these built forms may seem small,
uninteresting or even tacky, but to the people
that had a hand in creating them they are
necessary, practical, and nostalgic.

fig. 68
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Grandparent Architecture collage, Author, 2020
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The Bruce Beach Orders
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Collective Cabins
Confronted with the challenge of
how to sensitively propose a series of
structures onto which memories in the
form of ornament can accrue I decided
to compare my process to the craft of
rug hooking. Each craftsperson begins
with the same, gridded, rug warp fabric.
An ordered principle form if you will. It is
onto this structure ornament is applied, to
which the degree of extremity lies entirely
up to the craftsperson’s relationship with
the object. In a way this is also an homage
to Semper’s theories on the textile nature
of the frame being a literally derivation
of the textiles of that culture.1 Following
this precedent, I seek to create an
ordered principle form, derived from the
vernacular fabric of the community.

are built. The location of these cabins
on protected communal land means that
the degree of extremity and aesthetic of
this ornament is left entirely up to the
cottagers. This mentality is also applied
when approaching the programming
of each cabin. Each order’s name
corresponds with the grove in which it is
placed – the Cameron order in Cameron
grove, the Snowden order in Snowden
grove and the Tout order in Tout’s
grove. As such the tectonic nature of
each cabin corresponds with the unique
perceptions of each site. The tectonics of
each cabin not only signal permission
to the user to ornament their surfaces
but also signals the degree of extremity
of the ornament. It is in this tectonic
signalling that the user is guided, rather
than prescribing a program to the space
and designing it to suit. The ephemeral
nature of most of the community’s
collective events means that there is
rarely a truly static tradition. While it is
the intent for this proposal to provide a
base onto which collective memories can
accrue and serve as community threads
to tie back into the fabric of private
dwellings it is not intended to be a static
space. As such, the cabins are deliberate
in their open-air, and unprogrammed
nature. Just as the community was
founded on the temporal act of a
summer picnic, the design language of
the community is founded on a series of
programmatically unfixed spaces. Their
principle form is intended to fulfill the
purpose of being a spot that encourages
cross-cottage, communal gathering.

Following the wayward-eye study of the
community, and readings of theoretical
texts on orders, tectonics and ornament,
it was decided that there would be three
orders. Each would be presented to the
community in the form of a shelter, built
according to the specifications of their
order, onto which ornament can accrue.
These principle forms are derived from
structures, materials and tectonics
familiar to the community, yet as a whole
they introduce a new typology into the
architectural fabric of the community,
signaling that they are not just another
cottage development. Every spring and
fall various work bees take place amongst
the cottagers to maintain the collective
groves and facilities. I envision these
cabins being built in the same way, just
as many private cottages were and still

In this way they can transition to
become communal sleeping cabins
for cottages too small to support multigenerational families, artist or writer
retreats, communal storage spaces, picnic
pavilions, cottager association meeting
halls, workshop spaces or even fulfil a
need in the community that has yet to
arise. Whatever it may be, their siting
with the legally protected, collectively
owned groves ensures that they remain
communal and cannot become private
residences.

fig. 69
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Rug hooking diagram, showing ordered bases and person expression, Author, 2021
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The Three Parts of the Base
The design of the principle form has
been approached by dividing the created
orders into three major parts, the hearth,
the base and the frame, similar to the
divisions between the base, column and
capital of the ancient orders. The ideas
behind these design interventions are
pulled from all of the sources discussed
up to this point. The ancient orders
inspired the need for ornamental rules,
drawn from mythos, to be expressed
in the tectonics of the structure. The
principle forms are designed using
increments of 6, 10 and 16, referred to
by Vitruvius as the perfect numbers for
their relation to the body.2 This detail
finds purpose in the fact that the cabins
are intended to be crafted by the hands of
the cottagers. The idea that each order,
selected for its programmatic and sitespecific associations, would proceed to
dictate the placement and proportion of
ornament amused me, but did not present
an immediate answer as to whether
these ancient treatises could be applied
to present-day Bruce Beach. It was in the
mythological of the origins of the orders,
particularly the Corinthian column that I
began to pull threads that I could use. The
myth describes how a basket was placed
on an acanthus root, which proceeded
to grow up along the sides of the basket,
resulting in the form of the capital.3 I
took this as a precedent for using mythos,
rooted in the tectonics and materials I
had come across on my wandering of
the community’s cottages as well as my
own experiences within the community,
to justify each of the three pieces which

form the cabin. And finally, the writings
of Venturi and Scott Brown, which led to
the wayward eye study of the community
now find their place as being a local kit
of parts, pulled from photographs. I
have also challenged myself to not fall
into the postmodernism trap of creating
exact replicas of past styles. A literal
interpretation of the ancient orders or
a carbon copy of the early Bruce Beach
cabins would be doomed to being seen as
a museum piece. The design of the parts
must be aware of trends within popular
culture, embracing their existence, even
if its intent is to steer the community
toward a different set of values.

The Hearth

Following this, an artwork was created in
order to analyse the three ancient orders
against their Bruce Beach counterparts.
This process involved drawing out the
Ionic, Doric and Corinthian orders,
according to their proportions laid out
by Vitruvius on one half of a 23 by 45”
roll of watercolor paper. Each order was
painstakingly rendered proportionate
the column’s diameter, as per Vitruvian
rules. The process afforded me the
space to understand how the tectonics
of each order is designed in accordance
with the whole. This was followed by a
comparative study of the created Bruce
Beach orders on the opposite side of
the watercolour roll, allowing for the
tectonic elements of the ancient orders
to always be mentally present while
creating their modern, vernacular
counterparts. This artwork is displayed
at the end of this chapter.

The Base

fig. 70

Frontispiece from Essai sur l’architecture,
second edition, an allegorical engraving of
the Vitruvian primitive hut., 			
Charles-Dominique-Joseph Eisen, 1755

The Frame
fig. 71
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The three parts of the ordered base, Author, 2021
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The Hearth
In De Architectura Vitruvius describes how the fire is the original
denotation of place.4 Semper expands upon this notion even further
in The Four Elements of Architecture, staking his entire argument
on the hearth being “in the centre of the primitive hut and around
it three distinct elements emerge”5. A reoccurring design language
amongst the cottages is a solid chimney, usually clad in cobblestones
sourced from the lake. While renovating our family cottage many
years ago my grandparents sought to remove the chimney, however
they discovered that it was essentially supporting the entire cottage
and so it remained, though sadly they stripped it of its ornamental
hearth. This story is what I decided to craft my own origin myth out
of. As much as the columns of the ancient orders were the conductors
of their building’s ornament, they were also the structural system by
which the building was supported.
The three chimney typologies each are intended to be the built step
while interacting with the site. The timeless act of gathering around
the fire recalls the nightly bonfire ritual of the cottagers. Designed
using increments of 6, 10 and 16, referred to by Vitruvius as the perfect
numbers for their relation to the body, the tectonics of the hearth
and chimney signal the first ornamental interaction with the site. It
is the intention that cottagers gather around these chimneys, under
the shelter of the cabins which are built around them, catalyzing
collective design within the community.

[Opposite] fig. 72
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Elements of the hearth collage, Author/Shirley Sled, 2021
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ii

The Base
Serving as the second of the three building blocks, the base
provides a platform for gathering around the hearth to occur on.
The origin story is rooted in the feelings that one’s feet experience
in and around the cabins of Bruce Beach. The feeling of wooden
planks is familiar to all cottagers, whether it is the floor of the
cottage or the outdoor patio. Every summer I would journey off of
our worn wooden deck and feel the varying textures of the found
materials that my grandfather had used to create paths. The feeling
of worn, unpretentious materials arranged in patchwork patterns
creates memory paths. Bare feet are able to remember crevasses
in pavement or worn boards on the deck. Structurally, most of the
cottages at Bruce Beach touch the ground lightly, unburdened by
the need for a solid foundation by their seasonal use. Visually, the
design of the base patches the gap between the solid tectonics of
the hearth and the woven tectonics of the frame. The bases of the
locally derived orders will take all of this into account, pulling on
the different threads that are the existing base conditions of the
Bruce Beach cottages to weave three news bases.

[Opposite] fig. 73
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Elements of the base collage, Author/Bruce Beach Camera Club, 2021
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iii

The Frame
The frame encompasses the walls of the structure as well as the
roof. The final piece of the ordered base is intended to be porous.
The walls within the proposed cabins take on more of a structural
role rather than being enclosers of space. The roof serves the role of
providing shelter, allowing for gatherings in all weather and longer
periods of inhabitation. Memories of creating driftwood forts
during the early days of summer, when the beach is still littered
with materials left by the winter storms, is the myth that this
building block is crafted out of. The use of simple wooden framing,
left exposed on the interior and supporting a shingled hip roof is
a design language in the community that will be asserted through
the design of the frame. Just as in Semper’s hut, wood construction
becomes a tectonic tool related to weaving.6 A structural loom, left
open to be filled in with the fabric of its users. It is with this final
piece that the base is completed.

[Opposite] fig. 74
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Elements of the frame collage, Author/Shirley Sled, 2021
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fig. 75

The Bruce Beach orders, Author, 2021
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The Cameron Order

The least extravagant of these orders is called the Cameron order, due to
its siting in the Cameron Grove site. Surrounded by foliage, and thus less
visually assertive, it is the most domestic of the orders. Two cobblestone
chimneys flank opposing corners of the cabin, simple in form and devoid
of a hearth, they contain metal chimney pipes allowing later connection
to a cast iron stove or even the ventilation shaft of a composting toilet.
The chimneys are constructed using Lake Huron cobblestone, with
the largest stones placed at the bottom and descending in size as they
reach the top. The surfaces of all of the chimney’s sides are scattered
with the protruding ends of bottles, filled with notes or mementos by
the cottagers who construct the chimney – a ship-in-a-bottle type of
ornament. The cabin measures 16 by 16 feet, and has a pyramid shaped
roof. The structure will be comprised of a mix of dimensional lumber,
readily available at the local lumber store, rough-hewn timber sourced
from the nearby communally owned forests, and ornamental driftwood
corners to act as gussets against shear forces. The cabin is supported by
helical piles and has an open base.
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The Cameron Order
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fig. 76

The Cameron order hearth, Author, 2021
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fig. 77

The Cameron order base, Author, 2021
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The Cameron order frame, Author, 2021
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The Cameron order elevations, Author, 2021
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fig. 80

The Cameron order plans and axonometric, Author, 2021
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The Tout Order

The second order that I have conceived is the Tout order, located in Tout’s
Grove. More prominently located than the Cameron order, it responds
to its siting within the historical gathering place by being relatively
monumental in scale as well as having more refined tectonic details.
Anchored by a large chimney, with a 32” hearth, this cabin has a width
of 16’ while doubling in length to 32’ in order to accommodate larger
gatherings. The chimney is clad in cobblestones sourced from the lake,
similar to the Cameron order. On the exterior of the chimney plaques,
sourced from cottagers, are scattered on its surface as a reference to
the various memorial plaques of the groves, as well as various cottage
properties. The interior the chimney features a large driftwood mantel
supported by metal buoys. Inlaied beach glass surrounds the mantel
and the hearth, all sourced from items which frequently wash up on the
shoreline. The surface of the interior is dotted with protruding hooks
which allow users to interact and change the surface’s appearance
through ornamentation. The structure of this cabin is to be constructed
using dimensional lumber with some engineered timber to allow for
the larger roof spans. This cabin is also supported by helical piles with
the base being covered by decorative wooden paneling.
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fig. 81

The Tout order hearth, Author, 2021
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The Tout order base, Author, 2021
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The Tout order frame, Author, 2021
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The Tout order elevations, Author, 2021
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The Tout order plans and axonometric, Author, 2021
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The Snowden Order

99

The most extravagant is the Snowden order, also named after the
grove in which it sits. While the cabin is not as large as the Tout cabin,
its prominent location away from any foliage and surrounded by
gravel cottage laneways and a heavily used path ensures that it will
be the most visually prominent of the three. The chimney’s profile
is an exaggeration on the most typical of the Bruce Beach chimney
forms, bringing the angles down to ground level. Clad in a mixture of
cobblestones, beach glass and bricks which frequently wash ashore, the
stepped profile of the exterior is intended to allow cottagers to climb it
and access the roof. This interaction is reminiscent of climbing into a
treehouse, which are frequently built by the children of Bruce Beach in
the forests that surround the communal groves. Wooden masts extend
from the bottom of the roofline, allowing for the accruement of flags
and other textiles which can act as sunshades but also as nets for those
brave enough to access the roof. Bricks also protrude perpendicular
from both the interior and exterior of the chimney, surrounded by
inlaid beach glass, allowing for decorative objects to accrue on its
surface. The structure of the 16 by 16 foot cabin is constructed entirely
using dimensional lumber and is supported by helical piles, with the
base being wrapped in a cobblestone cladding.
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The Snowden order hearth, Author, 2021
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The Snowden order base, Author, 2021
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The Snowden order frame, Author, 2021
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The Snowden order elevations, Author, 2021
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The Snowden order plans and axonometric, Author, 2021
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5
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fig. 91

Frampton, Studies in Tectonic Culture, 5.
Vitruvius, Ten Books on Architecture, 74.
Vitruvius, 104.
Zografos, “Architecture and Fire.,” 88.
Zografos, 88.
Frampton.

Bruce Beach cottage chimney, Author, 2020
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Collective Weaving
Simulation Artworks
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Artwork Description
Digital Artwork - Rhino 3D, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop
23”x 46”
In order to test the ability for these principle forms to take on ornamental accruement,
three large-scale digital artworks were created, one for each cabin, in which usage and
resulting decoration is simulated. In order to attempt a realistic simulation of use a cast
of characters and scripts which play out over a series of summers was conceived. These
stories are sourced from over a century of personal memory accounts collected over the
years by the community historians, as well as stories told by relatives and neighbors. The
applied ornament is from a mixture of sources including items documented during the
‘wayward-eye’ site study, historical photos of the cottages, and new misuses for materials
inspired by existing precedents. By attempting to remove the architect’s hand from the
simulation, the cabins’ aesthetic direction is left open to properly test how these ordered
principle forms respond to time and use. Within this simulation time is expressed
through a series of subsequent summers, referencing the way that cottagers discuss time
at Bruce Beach. Each summer is given a corresponding shade of blue, organized so that the
darkest blue denotes ornament added during the first summer and the lightest denotes
the final summer. This artistic move was done as to not overwhelm the artworks with
colour and texture, as well as providing a colour reference to Lake Huron’s vibrant shades
of blue. Each cabin is rendered as if the black line work of the base is the loom and the
rendered blue ornament is different textiles woven onto it’s surface. The following pages
feature each artwork twice, once at the end of the first three summers and then again
after the second three. On the opposing page to each artwork the origional images of the
ornamental objects within the cabin are clustered, with callouts denoting the collective
memory which is attached to them.

fig. 92

Bruce Beach ornamentation juxtaposition collages, Author, 2020
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Cameron Cabin: Summers 1-3
summer 1
cobblestone garden beds
by: local mason
summer 1
recyced burlap bag stools
by: farmer

summer 1
recycled tennis
racquet lamp
by: cottager

summer 2
old cottage signs
by: cottagers
summer 6
reused
shutters
by: cottagers
summer 3
recycled sign
wall infill
by: cottager

summer 2
wood burning
stove
by: cottager

summer 3
wood tent platform
by: cottagers

summer 6
old camper
by: cottager

summer 3
recycled rebar trellis
by: cottager

summer 2
driftwood wall infill
by: cottager’s children

fig. 93 The Cameron order collective weaving simulation objects: Summers 1-3, Author, 2021
[Opposite] fig. 94 The Cameron order collective weaving simulation artwork: Summers 1-3, Author, 2021
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Cameron Cabin: Summers 4-6

summer 1
recyced burlap bag stools
by: farmer

summer 4
take-one-leave-one
clothing exchange
by: cottagers

summer 4
reused cottage door
by: cottagers
summer 4
recyced cork rug
by: cottager

mem
by: comm

summer 6
reused
shutters
by: cottagers

summer 5
reused windows
by: cottagers

hea
by: cottag

summer 6
old camper
by: cottager

summer 3
recycled rebar trellis
by: cottager

summer 5
wood-end and
plaster walls
by: cottagers

summer 6
reused cottage
numbers
by: cottagers

summer 5
salvaged room dividers
by: cottager

fig. 96 The Cameron order collective weaving simulation objects: Summers 4-6, Author, 2021
[Opposite] fig. 95 The Cameron order collective weaving simulation artwork: Summers 4-6, Author, 2021
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Tout Cabin: Summers 1-3

summer 1
memorial boulder
by: community church

summer 1
stained glass windows
by: community church

summer 2
charred cedar
shake walls
by: cottager

summer 1
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 4
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 4
recycled doors
by: cottagers

summer 3
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 2
salvaged wagon
wheels for candles
by: cottager

summer 3
salvaged tile
hearth surround
by: cottager’s children

summer 2
reused shed doors
by: cottager

summer 3
decorative charred
cedar walls
by: local craftsperson

summer 5
Webber BBQ
roasted tiles
by: cottagers

summer 6
ceiling mural
by: local artist

fig. 97 The Tout order collective weaving simulation objects: Summers 1-3, Author, 2021
[Opposite] fig. 98 The Tout order collective weaving simulation artwork: Summers 1-3, Author, 2021
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Tout Cabin: Summers 4-6

summer 1
stained glass windows
by: community church

summer 1
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 4
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 4
stained glass
by: community church

salva
from L
by:
summer 4
recycled doors
by: cottagers
summer 4
electric lights
by: cottagers

summ
floor m
by: local a

sum
salvaged
by: local m

summer 2
salvaged wagon
wheels for candles
by: cottager

summer 5
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 5
Webber BBQ
roasted tiles
by: cottagers

summer 6
memorial boulder
by: cottager association

su
til
s
by: c
summer 2
reused shed doors
by: cottager

summer 6
ceiling mural
by: local artist

summer 6
recycled shed doors
by: cottagers

fig. 100 The Tout order collective weaving simulation objects: Summers 4-6, Author, 2021
[Opposite] fig. 99 The Tout order collective weaving simulation artwork: Summers 4-6, Author, 2021
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Snowden Cabin: Summers 1-3

summer 1
old boat
by: cottagers
summer 1
recycled sailboat sails
by: cottagers

summer 1
salvaged bricks
from Lake Huron
by: cottagers

summer 2
floor mural
by: local artist
summer 2
washbasin
by: local artist

summer 3
salvaged bricks
by: local mason

5
ural
artist

summer 2
slide
by: cottager’s
children

ation
summer 3
tile hearth
surround
by: cottagers

summer 2
windchimes
by: cottagers

summer 3
boat mural
by: local artist

summer 3
salvaged brick
pathways
by: cottagers

fig. 101 The Snowden order collective weaving simulation objects: Summers 1-3, Author, 2021
[Opposite] fig. 102 The Snowden order collective weaving simulation artwork: Summers 1-3, Author, 2021
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Snowden Cabin: Summers 4-6

summer 1
old boat
by: cottagers

summer 4
salvaged doors
by: cottagers

summer 4
roof murals
by: local artists

summer 5
bell and flag pole
by: cottagers

summer 4
salvaged shutters
by: cottagers

summer 5
garden ornaments
by: cottagers
summer 3
salvaged brick
pathways
by: cottagers

summer 6
salvaged windows
by: cottagers

summer 6
beach clay sculptures
by: cottagers

fig. 104 The Snowden order collective weaving simulation objects: Summers 4-6, Author, 2021
[Opposite] fig. 103 The Snowden order collective weaving simulation artwork: Summers 4-6, Author, 2021
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Final Remarks
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Conclusion

Cottage 159: Accrual Projection Series
Digital Artwork - Rhino 3D, Adobe Illustrator, Analogue Photography

“I like boring things.”
Andy Warhol1

The choice to learn from Bruce Beach
necessitates a fascination with ‘boring
things’. This thesis focuses on method,
holding a lens to the decorated fabric of the
community and taking a non-judgmental
view of the interventions cottagers
have made with their surroundings.
Nothing is passively observing or looked
down upon. A focused-eye observation
of the community would reveal no
accessible design-language, leaving
more accessible, globalized trends to fill
the linguistic void. When a waywardeye is used, threads of minor designlanguages emerge. Cottagers spend their
summers at Bruce Beach wandering and
interacting with the community, yet
the brief seasonal stay leaves no time
for a heightened awareness of the built
environment which can inform new
designs. This thesis counters this issue
with the proposition of a series of three
community cabins, intended to serve the
role of design-language encyclopedias.

Studies of the classical orders provided
a theoretical framework for how these
local orders could be conceived. Histories
and theories on architectural ornament
followed this framework, exploring the
possibilities of the new design’s tectonics
to be cairns of collective memory. A
wayward-eye mentality was applied to
the design process, beginning with a
photographic study of the community
and concluding with the detailed design
of the cabins. Through the simulation
artworks displayed in this thesis the
ordered cabins prove themselves to be
successful receivers for the accrual of
collective memories. Cabins become
encyclopedias of the ‘Grandparent
Architecture’ language, heightening
awareness and causing reflection.
The palpable design language that has
emerges from this process is accessible
and endeared to the community, ensuring
its validity within the future designs of
personal cottages.

To conclude this thesis a cumulative series of digital artworks have been created. The
artworks are based off of two photographs of my family’s Bruce Beach property, cottage
159, depicting the front (lakeside) and back (roadside). These pieces follow the Collective
Weaving Simulation Artworks, imagining how interactions with the ordered community
cabins would reflect upon personal cottages. The series begins with the cottage as it
is at present, an homage to the place that inspired this thesis. The second set depicts
the cottage as it could appear in 2030. By this point the ordered community cabins
have been built, and members of my family have participated in their decoration. The
need to expand our cottage arises and the community cabins serve as precedent. The
secluded, domestically-scaled Cameron cabin inspires the design of the hearth, base
and frame at the back of the cottage. The front of the cottage takes design cues from
the Snowden cabin, reflecting the public nature of this side of the cottage. The final
pair of artworks is set in 2040. The frame of the new cottage fabric has been woven with
personal ornament and family projects. Taking precedent from the community cabin’s
materials are applied from a range of sources and with an eclectic mix of methods. The
stone hearth is used to make my mother’s pizza as well as firing the tiles that clad the
new cottage. The elevated, driftwood-clad catwalk recalls the decorative railings of my
grandmother’s Bruce Beach cottage while serving as a platform for the members of my
family who play the bagpipes to participate in the tradition of piping down the sun.
Personalities and collective memories are held within the accrued ornament for future
generations to ponder and apply to new designs.

Endnotes
1
Venturi, Scott Brown, and Izenour, Learning From Las Vegas, 87.
fig. 105
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Cottage 159 renovation, Shirley Sled, 2002
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fig. 106

back
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2020

2020

Back of cottage 159 photo: 2020, Author, 2020

fig. 107
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Front of cottage 159 photo: 2020, Author, 2020
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fig. 108

back
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2020
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Back of cottage 159 drawing: 2020, Author, 2021

fig. 109
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Front of cottage 159 drawing: 2020, Author, 2021
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fig. 110
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2030

Back of cottage 159 drawing: 2030, Author, 2021

fig. 111
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Front of cottage 159 drawing: 2030, Author, 2021
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fig. 112

back

front

2040

2040

Back of cottage 159 drawing: 2040, Author, 2021

fig. 113
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Front of cottage 159 drawing: 2040, Author, 2021
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Case Study
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Small Buildings - Mike Cadwell
spring

summer

walk-sit

in water

over water

swim-stand

Pamphlet Architecture is an experimental publishing project, started in 1978, seeking to
compile and distribute independent words on architecture, theory, and space. Pamphlet
number 17, published in 1996, was referenced early on in this project to provide an example
as to how the task of creating a series of small cabins could be approached.1

Drum-Barge

autumn

winter

climb-sit

in ground

over ground

House-Tunnel

Ark-Tower

the abstractions of modeling, drawing, and writing about architecture became
meaningless to me when I no longer knew to what these abstractions were referred. It
was as if I were a painter composing a painting without a true sense of what it felt like to
put pigment to canvas.2
Cadwell sought to embark on what he referred to as a ‘sensual education’, as opposed to
an intellectual education, via the act of building. The small buildings that he produces
are built for his own pleasure but upon completion their usage is left to the public’s
discretion, and their materials left to decay into the surroundings. The structures find
their architectural precedents in American building archetypes which address simple
programs with equally simple forms, clear tectonics, and a specific relationship with the
ground they are sited on. Each structure is unique in form, siting and intended use, but
unified by their wood construction, rural setting, and overall seasonal theme.

descend-lie

Bridge-Box

Mike Cadwell conceived this project out of a disillusionment toward to typical means of
exploring human relationships with their built environment. In his words,

Within Cadwell’s reflections on his sensual education two major themes were pulled and
applied to the process and theories of this project. He begins his writings by describing his
buildings as being a ‘pastoral quartet’. Pastoral referring to, “any work which envisions a
withdrawal from ordinary life to a place apart, close to the elemental rhythms of nature,
where a man achieves a new perspective on life in the real and complex world.”3 This
definition is inseparable from the ideals held within the community of Bruce Beach, a
place withdrawn from ordinary life by location as well as the seasonal and recreational
attitudes of its inhabitants. Cadwell does not equate pastoral with private, instead he seeks
to retreat-return-retreat, mediating in these pastoral structures to carry what he learns
back into his life in society at large.4 Architecturally, this case study presents a strong
argument for the energy that simple forms and their corresponding spaces possess.
Endnotes
1
Cadwell, “Small Buildings,” 5.
2
Cadwell, 5.
3
Cadwell, 6.
4
Cadwell, 62.

figs. 114-117 Small Buildings (Bridge-Box, Drum-Barge, Ark-Tower, House-Tunnel), Mike Cadwell, 1996
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Appendix I
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Decorated Sheds of Bruce Beach [No. 1 & 2]
Ink and Gouache on Watercolour paper
23”x 46”
These two pieces, entitled Decorated Sheds of Bruce Beach, represent a documentation of
the decoration applied on and around the cottages of Bruce Beach. This series represents
the first step taken in analysing the photographs and observations made during the
wayward-eye documentation process. Decorated Sheds seeks to unfold the observations
and present them in a way that flattens the cottage forms. This flattening, done through
a collage of fillet and axonometric style drawings, allows viewer to be presented first with
the ornament and then subsequently, through changes in viewing orientation and closer
inspection, with hints at form. The objects that populate the piece appear as if they could
be cut out and made into paper pop-ups, representing an early gesture toward the project’s
goal of designing a base onto which the user’s memories could accrue. Stylistically the
piece draws from the work of architects Owen Jones and Tom Ngo.
The piece on the opposite page represents an early iteration of processing form,
ornament and collected memories. Additionally, it represents the first exploration of the
representational styles used throughout this project. The subsequent pages show the two
completed artworks detailing a select number of cottages. It is the intention to display the
two pieces on a long table as a single work of art. This will allow the cottagers to view it
from all angles as well as providing a comment on the collective nature of the community
via the long table it sits on, an object that has obvious connotations to community.

fig. 118

Drawing study of cottage 53, Author, 2020
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fig. 119

Decorated sheds of Bruce Beach No. 1, Author, 2020
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fig. 120

Decorated sheds of Bruce Beach No. 2, Author, 2020
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Appendix II
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Building the Snowden Chimney - Short Film
Completed as part of the requirements of Fabrication II, led by Prof. Randall Kober
In analysing the wayward eye documentation process, a design language, rooted in the
use of cobblestone, revealed itself. My wanderings and the resulting photographs revealed
that these stones were usually found on the cladding of chimneys of the older cottages,
but also had found applications as retaining walls, foundation piles, patio walls and even
as engraved memorials. The cobblestones used in the architecture of Bruce Beach are
usually small, fist-sized stones1 deposited by the retreating glaciers millennia ago.2 It was
easy to infer that the stones used on each cottage were sourced from mere meters away.
The layout of the community as a series of cottages, built relatively close together, on
narrow lots that face Lake Huron means that eroded stones of all shapes and sizes are
readily available within only a few metres of the shoreline.
In tandem with my ‘wayward-eye’ analysis of the community, historical research on the
origins and evolution of the community was conducted with the goal of understanding
this aspect of material culture. Though there is little record of the specific builders of the
cottages, general accounts of life at Bruce Beach in the early twentieth century weave an
image of what the building culture was like. At that time the nearby town of Kincardine,
reached on dirt backroads was still relatively inaccessible to the cottagers, and thus
lumber store supplies had to be bought wisely.3 Despite the challenges that travelling to
the town posed, Kincardine offered many perks to the early cottagers. Many industrial
mills and furniture factories populated the lakeside town, located at the end of the now
defunct Wellington, Grey and Bruce Railway line.4 The relative wealth of the town led to
the building of opulent homes, and thus it can be inferred that there was enough business
to support several local masons. These masons may have developed working and personal
relationships with the farmers nearby to Bruce Beach, and therefore offered the possibility
for the early cottagers to have masonry elements built within their cabins. The fact that
the early cottagers did not have ownership over the land which they built upon would
have influenced not only the community mentality but also the built forms. Though
the early cabins were built simply, the prospect of a solid hearth offered these families
a permanent object, signaling ‘ownership’ of the crownland, and providing a gathering
place where collective traditions could begin to emerge. It is this mentality surrounding
these naturally decorated hearths that I wish to carry through into my thesis proposal.
The chimney of the Snowden order is the most decorated and monumental of the three
orders, and thus was deemed most worth of dissecting its building process through film.
As seen in the depicted film stills, the process is rooted in building up out of the ground of
the site from materials that are provided within walking distance of the construction site.
fig. 121

Stills from ‘Building the Snowden Chimney’, Author, 2021
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fig. 122

Stills from ‘Building the Snowden Chimney’, Author, 2021

The film is arranged as to switch between axonometric views showing the stages of the
build process and hand-animated closeups of the community member’s hands interacting
with the build process. Both methods of representation are thoughtful in their relation to
the artistic expressions used to explore this thesis’ themes.
Internally the fireplace is designed following the specifications of a Rumford fireplace.
Aesthetically this style was selected for its dramatic appearance, due to its tall and
shallow profile, well suited for places of community gathering. Their profiles also create
highly efficient heating qualities5, which will be necessary to heat the cabins as they will
be open air in their initial forms, and later enclosed with the possibility of having littleto-no-insulation. Unlike the existing cobblestone fireplaces of Bruce Beach, where the
stones were often integral to the structure, the proposed fireplaces will have an applied
façade, lending itself well to the introduction of new materials and forms. The design of
the Snowden chimney is clad in a mixture of cobblestones, beach glass and bricks which
frequently wash ashore. Chimney details signal permission to the user to interact with
the fireplace and the cabin. The materiality of the surface creates an air of irreverence
within the space, the materials are familiar and easily found. All of these elements are
intentional in their design, serving as pieces which can act as an encyclopedia by which
users can comprehend the design language of their collective identity.
Endnotes
1
Austen, “DIY.”
2
Karrow, “Geologically Speaking ...”
3
Maceachern, A History of Bruce Beach. 51
4
“Kincardine, Ontario (Community).”
5
Buckley, “What Is a Rumford Fireplace, Anyways?”
fig. 123
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Stills from ‘Building the Snowden Chimney’, Author, 2021
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